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Abstract. In this paper, we propose “Sense cup” as a new design concept of a 
device for enhancing the digital storytelling by serving interactive five senses 
convergence experience.  We designed the cup for providing holistic sense 
experiences with beverage that synchronized with digital contents such as movies 
and music and catch the user reaction to generate interaction between users and 
contents provider. 
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1   Introduction 

Storytelling is one of traditional sharing methods of knowledge and emotion and 
digital storytelling is a storytelling enhanced by digital technologies in digital media. 
The term “digital storytelling” has gotten popularity from the first digital storytelling 
festival that was held in Colorado at 1995 [10]. Joe Lambert, co-founder of the center 
for digital storytelling [12] said, “Digital storytelling begins with the notion that in the 
not too distant future, sharing one's story through multiple medium of imagery, text, 
voice, sound, music, video and animation will be the principal hobby of the world's 
people”. 

The main features of the digital storytelling are flexibility, universality, and 
interactivity [2]. By the flexibility of digital media, traditional linear (sequential) 
storytelling can be expanded to the nonlinear storytelling such as hypertext 
storytelling [3]. The universality helps users generate their own stories easily by using 
cheap and high performance digital technologies. The success story of YouTube 
shows the impact of the digital storytelling. The interactivity permits users to affect or 
change the flow of contents (main and ambient) by their decision at every branch of a 
story. For interactivity, we expanded the concept not only related with the sequence of 
a story but also related with holistic sense experience that enhances the connectivity 
between the content of story and users.  

Herbert Marshal McLuhan wrote, “The media is an extension of our five senses as 
we use each of them to communicate to the rest of the world [7]” in his famous book 
“The Medium is the Message”. He insisted that the five senses are all of the gates to 
get information from the outer including the environment and the other human beings. 
We believed that the holistic sense convergence experience would dramatically 
enhance the interactivity of digital storytelling. However, the current multimedia 



technologies are overly inclined to the visual and the auditory information because of 
the technical feasibility. Recently there have been studies on emphasizing holistic 
sense convergence as experience to promote effective user communication by giving 
realistic user experience especially for marketing and there are many efforts to 
embody other senses [1]. The most successful field of sense except visual and auditory 
is haptic technology for a sense of touch. There are several researches and commercial 
haptic display products for giving users kinetic feedback and feeling of texture of a 
virtual object [9]. However, the sense of smell and sense of taste still has limitations 
and there are few successful examples of a device, which serves five senses 
convergence experiences. Two main reasons might be the unbalance among each of 
sense technology level and pursuit of too broad universal solution. 

In this paper, we propose “Sense cup” as a new design concept of a device for 
enhancing the interactive characteristics of digital storytelling by serving interactive 
five senses convergence experience.  We designed the cup for providing holistic sense 
experiences with beverage that synchronized with digital contents such as movies and 
music and catch the user reaction to generate interaction between users and contents 
provider. In the remaining of this paper, we explain the limitation and solution of five 
senses convergence and introduce the design concept of Sense cup and the several 
implementation examples as future work.    

2   Design concepts of Sense cup 

2.1   Sense convergence 

Sense cup inherited beverage based five senses convergence scenario from our 
former work “Tea Table Mediator [6]”. Fig. 1 (a) shows the convergence relation 
among five senses. In the former research, senses from tea (or beverage) such as 
olfactory, taste, haptic, and visual sense are augmented by sense information digital 
lamp which has visual (LED pattern), audio (sound), and haptic (wind) information 
display. We shrank the tabletop to a cup.  

The most serious problem on holistic sense convergence is providing of a sense of 
taste and a sense of smell. We will introduce details of our concept of solution at 
section 2.2. It has five sense display channels (visual, taste, and odor information are 
provided at a dish on the top of the cup, sound is provided at a bottom-side speaker, 
and haptic is provided at side of cup) and one physical movement detection channel. 
The system also designed to detect the movement of cup from a three axes 
accelometer for deduction of user’s status (physical and psychological status such as 
concentration, boredom, or surprise from inference from the physical movement) 
which is synchronized with contents. We are going to build a psychological user state 
model based on hand movement from psychological researches. 

One of our sense convergence scenarios is as follow. When a scene of a movie 
changes to pine tree forest, pine taste beverage with pine odor will be supplied to a 
dish at the top of a cup. In the bottom of the liquid, the LCD shows the detail images 



of pine trees and the LEDs show waves of tree according to wind. At the same time, 
the sound and vibration present the movement of wind in the forest.  

A cup is one of everyday objects, which serves beverage, and by drinking beverage 
on morning or at teatime break people can relax and feel, that they are sharing time 
with others [5]. There have been several trials to enhance the metaphor of cup by 
digital technologies [4][5]  

2.2   Displays of five senses 

The visual display consists of an LCD and a circular LED array. The LCD shows 
detail information and LEDs show abstractive shape or movement such as ambient of 
a scene, the waves, and movement of flowers. The detail display sends clear messages 
for a case of marketing promotion. The ambient display promotes the curiosity for 
ludic applications [8]. A bottom-side equipped speaker provides sound information. 

 

 

 
(a) Visual display at top                                      (b) Sound speaker at bottom 

 
Fig. 2   Visual display and audio system 
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Fig. 1   Sense convergence of sense cup 



 
The haptic display consists of array of vibrators and electrical hot and cool devices. 

We assume that a position of hands is almost same for every grab (Fig. 3 (a)) and it is 
possible to serve tactile information by combining the two kinds of information. The 
vibrators are equipped vertically and circularly. The circular distribution can be 
expanded to spiral distribution then, for instance, a user can feel the swirly sink into 
the bottom of lake or whirlwind of a fairy. Electrically operated cool and hot elements 
are equipped with a thermal conductor band at the location where directly contacts 
with hands and provide change of temperature instantly.  

    
(a) Hand contact with hapic position             (b) Points of vibrators/hot/cool elements 

 

Fig. 3   Haptic display 

 

     
(a) Internal structure of Sense cup                         (b) Taste and odor operation 

 
  Fig. 4   Taste and odor display 



One of the main problems of the sense of taste is a lack of reality of chewy feeling. 
In earlier stage, a piece of taste-printed paper served a taste. However, it was not 
successful because of the chewing feeling was mismatched with the taste and the paper 
was replaced with a wafer [11]. Users could byte and could chew the wafer but it still 
differed from real feeling. We supposed the solution to overcome the problem by 
serving a beverage. Since we are familiar with many liquid types of foods such as 
juice, tea, and alcoholic beverages, it can be possible to solve the mismatch problem. 
The liquid type food can solve the problem of the sense of smell at same time. The 
problems of the technologies of odor are; first, there are no definite model and 
elements of the odor yet, and second, it needs a relatively large volume of air space for 
serving odors and it is difficult to maintain the intensity and difficult to remove 
residual odors. In the concept of Sense cup, the odor was generated from the liquid in 
the dish and the range of the odor is restricted to small space around the dish. A user 
can smell the odor when he/she wants to drink the liquid or move the cup to near at 
his/her nose. The odor will be removed quickly as soon as the liquid is drained and 
flushed. Fig. 4 (b) shows whole process of the taste and odor operation. 

3   Overall System Configuration 

Fig. 5 shows the whole system configuration. It mainly consists of a digital content 
play system, a digital script editor, and Sense cup and ambient displays. The digital 
content play system is conventional devices such as a DVD player or a CD player. 
The digital script editor edits a timing chart of five senses convergence display script. 
The timing stamp can be obtained from caption files (for example, *.smi or *.srt files) 
if the content is a moving picture or it can be generated manually. The sense display 
information is sent to Sense cup by pre-edited timing sequence through wire (RS-
232C/USB/Ehternet) or wireless (Blutooth/Zigbee/WiFi) communication channels. In 

 

 
Fig. 5   Configuration of overall Sense cup system 



current design, the sense information in the script is managed separately from content 
but it can use standardized methods such as Representation of Sensory Effects 
information (RoSE) of MPEG [13].  

As we described in section 2.1, the cup detects movement of user’s hands. The 
movement of hands can show useful information of a user. When a user concentrates 
on a current content, the movement of a cup is relatively stationary. If a user feels 
boredom on the content, user will move the cup by various patterns and move the cup 
abruptly if he/she feels surprise. The editor operates several ambient displays 
(light/sound/physical movement) for enhancing the user’s concentration and interest 
by the results of the analysis or changes the content as a nonlinear storytelling method.  

4   Conclusion  

In this paper, we showed the conceptual design of Sense cup as a new device of 
interactive holistic sense experience for digital storytelling. The digital storytelling has 
been used in various fields of entertainment, education, marketing, and so forth and 
keeps expanding its territory. The features of digital storytelling: flexibility, 
universality, and interactivity can be enhanced by integration of multi-sensory digital 
media. The current sense convergence has limitation because of unbalance among 
each of sense technologies. Technologies of a sense of the olfactory and a sense of the 
taste are relatively insufficient. We proposed Sense cup as a device for digital 
storytelling and beverage based five senses convergence system as a solution. 
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